In future truck stops will dramatically increase and transform the economy along the transportation industry. Technologies capturing natural sources could be designed as a landscape that makes people be aware of the issue, while incorporating with human activities to improve the truck stop experience responding to the increasing charging time.
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The project focused on the mix of natural and artificial watershed systems and their influence on the coastal urban context in Jamaica Bay. It studies a certain geological condition shaped by water - the salt marsh degradation in urban vicinity. Data-driven analysis for related landscapes is combined with graphic mapping visual design to convey the overlapping effects of the hybrid water system.

The projection of this hybrid ecosystem is a sequence of playful water machines that deal with different problems in salt marsh degradation - pollution, sea level rise, and erosion. By combining low-tech machines and architectural research, they filtrate, replace, mix, splash, and capture water in a theatrical way, while also increasing human awareness and daily involvement at a community scale. The condition is a proxy to understand other coastal cities with similar problems around the world for possible further developments.

Humans invent machines to produce labor, profits, and values. However, machines in the project are invented as imaginations for a different kind of labor on landscapes. Instead of exploiting the landscape, the "labor" becomes a playful way for humans and all species to experiment and interact with the landscape, building an intimate relationship between coastal ecosystem and human.
DATA VISUALIZATION AND GRAPHIC DESIGN

Unspontaneous watershed contains external forces which move water from urban environment to coastal area. The velocity and volume of water changes and reach the peak at the 5 CSOs. Dots represent catch basins, marked by diameters to indicate differences in amount of water and distance to designated CSO outfalls. The contamination around creek areas uses nitrates as indicator.

Spontaneous Watershed is a watershed where water flows on different media of surfaces under the influence of gravity, wind and etc. Basically water flows more freely without an intentional or human-desired direction. Water disperses on different land cover and topography, both in urban environment and marshland environment. The circles in the map indicate the depth of soil, indicating depth by diameters. Blue areas show the historical salt marsh degradation under the influence of this mix of unspontaneous and spontaneous water systems.
Neighborhoods adjacent to the ocean

Urban condition near creeks

Coastal "Natural" Preserved Landscape

Spontaneous and Unspontaneous water are running across the city at different levels, but sometimes they will converge in systems like CSO without special treatments.
Each location of invention contains a sequence of playful machines, which together form a water-control system to deal with salt marsh degradation, while raising people's awareness of the problem. Locations are distributed along existing tourism routes in Jamaica Bay, including cruise trip, metro, and bike routes.

Six types of machines will work in a specific order from far to close to the shoreline: wave attenuator will reduce large wave power, captors with reduce marsh erosion, seesaw will accelerate marsh accumulation, purifier will improve water quality. Each machine aims to make the invisible water process visible to the public.
RUN-OFF FITNESS MACHINE

PURIFIER

Sewage pollution starts before the sewage.

This interactive machine purifies roof run-off water when citizens exercise on the rotatable paddles. Attachable to roof drainage pipes, it is both a recreation facility but also a public art to raise people’s awareness of run-off pollution.

Power Source

1. Gravity
   By exaggerating the action of falling, this series of pipe art act as a ever-functioning land installation.

Mechanism

The movements of human body act as pump to drive water move through tank filters, which are filled with different material to filter and purify water.

Impact

1. Prepurify sewage
   Reduce precariousness of overflow pollution

2. Public access
   Purified water can be accessed by the public to wash their hands.
WAVE REDUCTION AND SEDIMENT CAPTURING MACHINE

CAPTOR

This is a barrier machine that can reduce soil brought away by tidal change, capture them behind, and make them accumulate to reform a salt marsh boundary. The form comes from biomimicry of mangrove root, which is an effective natural barrier preventing soil erosion.

POWER

These sticks are easy to assemble, which can involve publics in the process of construction. Like adding or subtracting sticks to change the porosity, and thus change the performance.

MATERIAL

Using clay as the main material, so this machine can decompose and merge into the natural landscape.

IMPACT: SOIL ACCUMULATION

Multiple layers and heights of the barrier are designed for different tidal events. When done, it accumulates sediments of different heights and eventually decomposes part of the barrier.
SEDIMENT REPLACEMENT MACHINE

SPLASHING PUMP

Splashing seaweed is a pump system utilized during playing seesaw. By suctioning the sediment from the mud flat and splashing to the low marsh, this machine helps to lift the salt marsh above sea level rise.

Suction dredging pump machine on marsh

POWER SOURCE

Gravity from human weight makes pressure to the pump tank. Water sediment can be moved to low marsh through pipe from other site.

WATER PUMP

Human weight comes from playing seesaw and makes low pressure inside the tank, then the valve opens to let water in and moves through the pipe.

WATER MACHINE 3

top view

front view

right view

SPLASHING

Splashing sediments and water to the low marsh through pipe.
LARGE WAVE REDUCTION MACHINE

WAVE ATTENUATOR

This is a floating machine serves as wave attenuator. It includes 3 modules for plants, human, and birds. Locating 100’ away from shore, when two or more modules are connected, they will fluctuate to reduce large wave and reduce soil erosion at shoreline.

POWER SOURCE
- wave energy
- wind energy

MODULES
- module 1: hooman island
  fishing
  meditation
  experiencing wave
- module 2: plants island
- module 3: bird incubator

ARRANGEMENT
It can be rearranged into different configurations to form micro-ecosystem between human and nature.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
The pipe system will bring the underground water up, purify them to form a small fountain like installation.
The mixer machine is playful that children from both local neighborhood and tourists can enjoy them and provide power for the blending of our elements in the water which can help to form marshes.
Treadmills is a traditional low-tech machine that makes use of human labor. Here it helps to generate small wave that can help soil to accumulate.

Captors are formed by layers of bio-mimic barriers with different density that can be controlled and changed by normal people. During both high-tide and low-tide period soil can be captured.

A soil pump system is installed under the seesaw machine, and during it’s played by people, soil from shallow water area will be splashed to marsh area as a counter force against marsh erosion.

They function similar to normal wave attenuators to reduce big wave. The difference is the machine forms a micro-biosystem in its limited space that creatures including human, animal, and plants can all step on it and feel the natural force of water.
Municipal Solid Waste can be converted into biochar, the negative carbon additives, and its unique advantage include avoiding carbon emissions from waste transportation and burning while permanently storing carbon inside. Combining it with different building materials can lead to the possibility of a self-repairing building that redefines metabolism.

The project will design a new trash chute system that collects and converts wastes during the operation of buildings into biochar-included materials as products, which forms a closed loop circulation economy around MSW that encourages a new lifestyle about trash sorted and shared living. MSW collected from surrounding buildings will be re-exported as biochar products to make a bigger influence. This infrastructural system works both at building-scale and urban-scale, connecting buildings, forming public skywalks, and leading to new types of aesthetic spatial qualities around the trash chute system.
Biochar powder can be added into different building materials to change qualities such as absorption, weight, and strength. Those biochar-included building products can be developed into applications in various forms.

**CARBON CYCLE**

The comparison between normal biomass carbon cycle and processed biochar carbon cycle.

**WASTE ANALYSIS**

MSW contained biomass can be converted to biochar, which means great potential of waste reduction and biochar production.

**BIOCHAR BUILDING MATERIALS**

Biochar powder can be added into different building materials to change qualities such as absorption, weight, and strength. Those biochar-included building products can be developed into applications in various forms.

**BIOCHAR PRODUCTS**

Biochar-included materials can be 3D-printed into more complicated form and manually selected by people. It also makes possible to modulize components, which are easy to assemble. Forms like geometrically interlocking arrangement can improve structural strength.
LCA ANALYSIS COMPARISON

The left side is the old building and its lated trash management steps, which results in large amount of carbon emission.

The right side is the new building with the designed trash chute system, which will form a circular built environment that stores most carbon.
The trash collected in the whole building is converted into products that can be used and shared by all people, which forms a circular economy that encourages a shared living lifestyle. And also because the middle of the floor plan doesn’t receive much light, those spaces around trash walls are designed to be communal spaces shared by surrounding offices.
METABOLISM: MANUALLY DEFINED FURNITURE

METABOLISM: SKYWALKS AND EXTRA PUBLIC GREEN SPACE IN HIGH DENSITY CITY
This project aims to transform current truck stops from fuel-based to electricity-based systems, which will result in longer driver stays and require expanded program offerings to meet their needs. However, implementing this change for long-haul heavy transportation will face economic resistance. To address this, the design must be adaptable to predictable changes over several years instead of being built to last for decades. Responding to the dramatic increase in electricity consumption to charge EV trucks, natural energy capturing technologies will be the primary design strategy to achieve sustainability, with technology working in harmony with nature to create microclimatic impacts, establish vegetation, and control soil and water. Human experience will also be considered, with shading, aesthetic qualities, controlled accessibility and visibility, and other elements designed to influence drivers' physical and mental conditions. The design strategy consists of two parts: the creation of energy-capturing and user-centric modules that can adapt to fast changes, and a phase-by-phase installation and expansion process on site. Ultimately, this new design strategy will allow conventional truck stop land to be used not just for transportation and energy production, but also for serving human activities.
The project can be vertically divided into these layers: the top layer interacts with natural resources, and going down are canopy layers with their structures, as well as the ground level that contains a large ratio of human activity zone.

At the beginning phase, there will only be a small amount of electric trucks on road, so only part of the site is used, together with some commercial programs also shared with passengers and local workers. And then while there are more and more EV trucks, those modules will gradually expand to take up the whole site. Since the goal is to have only EV trucks on route by 2040, this phase change may happen right away.
The horizontal programmatic distribution includes three zones. Vehicle services zones with barrier modules on the periphery, free walking zones for users, and the gathering zone for people and movable modules. Vehicle circulation and human circulation are fully separated to reduce the conflicts.

As the project is designed for both truck drivers, passengers, and local workers, those movable modules can be redistributed, while leaving enough space for gathering events for groups of people. The second layer includes a bridge that provides a different view of the site, as well as the observation deck. The top view is pretty much a landscape of energy collection systems, which looks tight and intense, but actually with transparency that connects the environment and users.
The module is the shading canopy that collects solar energy and rainwater. The BIPV layer is inserted in-between glass panels, so part of the light can still penetrate through. The center pipe transports water to the water cistern that feeds local small ponds and vegetation. So it contributes to water retention that can help to improve the soil condition in the long term.

**MODULE 01**

This module is the charging and parking canopy. It also primarily serves as an energy collection system that has rotatable photovoltaic panels and small wind turbines.

**MODULE 02**

The module is the shading canopy that collects solar energy and rainwater. The BIPV layer is inserted in-between glass panels, so part of the light can still penetrate through. The center pipe transports water to the water cistern that feeds local small ponds and vegetation. So it contributes to water retention that can help to improve the soil condition in the long term.
The last module is a working and rest station, located outdoor for truck drivers to use. It's a highly customized module. The vertical supports can be adjusted manually and respond to solar energy during different periods. The canopy has two layers that can also be manually inserted in or out. The module is sited on a group of tracks which allow users to pick a location they like in the surrounding area, such as under trees, near a pond, or even closer to the truck parking area.

This barrier module is designed to reduce noise and pollution from transportation. There's the layer of acoustic absorption wall, and also hedge wall to filter pollution, which helps to increase user experience for those who want to get out of their vehicles. In addition, when truck is passing by the barrier, the wind energy produced by the vehicle will be collected by the wind turbine wall, which is not only designed for energy, but also for a dynamic aesthetic performance.
The project redesigned the envelope of an existing building, 145 Perry St. apartment designed by Richard Meier. The original building’s glass facade and material use led to poor thermal performances. By using DesignPH tool, thermal performance after adding the new second layer facade is evaluated. According to the calculation, in an ideal situation, the heat loss and heat gain of the building can achieve net-zero.

The Kanazawa Art Museum’s open layout provides visitors with the freedom to explore and discover exhibits at their own pace. However, irregular exhibition area boundaries and random tour paths can present challenges for visitors. Our project aims to explore the qualities of such layouts and how we can enhance visitors’ experiences. Specifically, we will focus on the layout of exhibit areas and their qualities when exhibition area boundaries are irregular and the area of the rooms does not change. In this paper, we outline our approach to achieving this goal, which includes obtaining entrance locations and exhibition layouts, planning optimal navigation routes, generating possible routes, analyzing visual effects, identifying areas with poor visual effects, adjusting exhibit layouts to improve them, and proposing dynamic and variable space layouts that allow for periodic reorganization. Through this research, we hope to improve the museum experience for visitors and provide valuable insights for museum owners and designers.
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